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Two-step Mott transition in Ni(S,Se)2: μSR studies and charge-spin percolation model
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A pyrite system NiS2−xSex exhibits a bandwidth controlled Mott transition via (S,Se) substitutions in a two-
step process: the antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI) to antiferromagnetic metal (AFM) transition at x ∼ 0.45
followed by the AFM to paramagnetic metal (PMM) transition at x ∼ 1.0. Among a few other Mott systems
which exhibit similar two-step transitions, Ni(S, Se)2 is of particular interest because a large intermediate AFM
region in the phase diagram would provide unique opportunities to study the interplay between the spin and
charge order. Muon spin relaxation (μSR) measurements on NiS2−xSex have been carried out on seven different
Se concentrations from x = 0 to 1.0. The results on quantum evolution demonstrate significantly random spin
correlations in the AFM region associated with a rapid reduction of the average local static Ni moment size
with increasing x, yet without signatures of macroscopic phase separation as confirmed by nearly full volume
fraction participating in the static muon relaxation process up to x ∼ 0.9 at low temperatures. The observed
time spectra in the AFM region indicate Lorentzian distribution of static internal field expected for a spatially
dilute spin structure. No signature of dynamic critical behavior was observed in thermal phase transitions. The
previous neutron scattering studies found sharp magnetic Bragg peaks with a slower reduction of the average
ordered moment size in the AFM region. By comparing and combining the muon and neutron results, here we
propose a picture where the spin order is maintained by the percolation of “nonmetallic” localized and dangling
Ni moments surrounded by S, while the charge transition from AFI to AFM is caused by the percolation of the
conducting paths generated by the Ni-Se-Ni bonds. This model of interpenetrating charge and spin percolation
captures the behavior of experimental results on (a) Se concentration for the insulator to metal transition, (b) Se
concentration for the AFM to PMM transition, (c) variation of Hall effect in the AFM region due to conducting
Ni charges on the backbone of the percolating charge network, (d) evolution of the neutron Bragg intensity, (e)
evolution of the muon static local fields, and (f) spatial variation of the local conductance observed by STM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mott transition [1] is one of the most important mani-
festations of strong electron correlations in solids, playing
important roles in magnetic order and metallic and super-
conducting charge conduction in many emergent quantum
materials [2], including high-Tc cuprates and twisted graphene
[3]. Mott metal-insulator transitions in prototypical systems
RENiO3 (RE = rare earth) and V2O3 occur in a single-step
process from antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI) to paramag-
netic metal (PMM) state in quantum evolution. The transition
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of NiS2−xSex . Color-coded arrows show
specimens examined. Inset shows the crystal structure of NiS2.

in these systems is also associated with a simultaneous struc-
tural phase transition [4] and the thermal hysteresis in the
magnetic order parameter was observed [5]. Recent studies of
spatially resolving optical responses [6,7] found the thermal
evolution of Mott transition in V2O3 and VO2 associated with
mesoscopic phase separation between AFI and PMM states
with the typical length scale of ∼100–500 nm. Muon spin
relaxation [8,9] is another powerful probe to study phase
separation between magnetically ordered and paramagnetic
volumes. μSR results in RENiO3 [10,11] with RE substitu-
tions and V2O3 in ambient and hydrostatic pressure [11,12]
demonstrated that thermal and quantum transitions occur with
phase separation and thermal hysteresis, thus confirming the
first-order nature of Mott transitions in these systems.

Following RENiO3 and V2O3 [11], a part of the present au-
thors extended the μSR studies to Mott transitions in BaCoS2

with a bandwidth tuning via hydrostatic pressure, and in
Ba(Co, Ni)S2 with a filling control via (Co,Ni) substitutions
[13]. Both ways of tuning lead to a two-step quantum evo-
lution of AFI to antiferromagnetic metal (AFM) to PMM
states without structural phase transition. Although a clear
indication of phase separation and absence of dynamic critical
behavior were observed in these cases, it was not possible
to elucidate details of the interplay between charge and spin
orders, limited by a very narrow intermediate AFM region in
the phase diagrams.

A pyrite Mott insulator NiS2 also shows the two-step AFI-
AFM-PMM evolution both in the (S,Se) substitution without
structural transition and application of hydrostatic pressure
with a structural transition [14–17]. In NiS2−xSex with Se hav-
ing a larger atomic size as compared to S, the lattice constant
increases with increasing Se concentrations. Ni-Se and Se-Se
bonds are, however, stronger than Ni-S and S-S bonds due to
Se orbitals being more extended than S orbitals. As shown
in DMFT calculations [18,19], this lowers the energy level
of the antibonding Se-Se orbital and results in high overlap
with the lower Hubbard band of Ni eg orbitals. In this way, the
(S,Se) substitutions promote metallic conduction and result in
Mott insulator-metal transition in a charge-transfer salt. As
shown in Fig. 1, the AFI to AFM transition in NiS2−xSex

occurs around Se concentration x ∼ 0.45, while the AFM to

PMM transition and the loss of static magnetic order takes
place around x ∼ 1.0, and the PMM phase extends up to the
end compound NiSe2 which still has the pyrite structure. A
relatively large AFM region and availability of high-quality
poly and single-crystal specimens have enabled extensive
studies of this system with transport [20], x-ray [21], neutron
[22–24], Mössbauer effect [25,26], optical [27], and STM [28]
methods. In the present work, we will add μSR measurements
on seven different Se concentrations (see Fig. 1), and elucidate
the evolution of spin orders.

Comparison and combination of the results from muon and
neutron studies will lead us to propose a picture based on the
charge and spin percolation on NiS2 network with a random
(S,Se) substitution. Applicability of the concept of percolation
on NiS2 was hinted by a spatial inhomogeneity found by STM
in a Ni(S, Se)2 crystal near the AFI-AFM border, and was
recently discussed [29] for explaining the metal to insulator
transition as the result of percolation of charge conduction
path, with respect to the nearest neighbor Se-Se bonds which
connect adjacent (S, Se)6 octahedral cages surrounding Ni. In
the present work, we consider individual Ni-Se-Ni conduction
paths, and also apply the percolation concept to a spin network
of nonconducting localized or dangling Ni atoms surrounded
by S6 or S5Se cages. A satisfactory agreement between the
results of the Monte Carlo simulation of this model and exper-
imental findings will lead us to propose the interpenetrating
charge-spin percolation as a picture to explain how metallicity
and static magnetic order coexist in the AFM state in this
material.

II. METHODS

NiS2−xSex possesses a cubic pyrite system in which the
Ni and (S, Se)2 atoms bond to form a 3d rock-salt type lat-
tice. Since the crystal structure is composed of [Ni(S, Se)2]3

octahedra that create face-centered cubic Ni sites, the strong
p-orbital hybridization between S and Se atoms forces the
(S, Se)2 cluster to have a charge configuration of -2 and
therefore making Ni also divalent [21,24,28]. NiS2 is an insu-
lator with S = 1 Ni moments ordering antiferromagnetically
below T ∼ 40 K [23,30]. Note that the ordered Ni moment
size 1.0 ∼ 1.2μB determined by neutron scattering [23,24,30]
is reduced to about a half of the nominal S = 1 moment,
which may be related to the geometrical frustration of an FCC
antiferromagnet [31]. As NiS2 is doped with Se atoms, the
system is driven to a bandwidth-controlled MIT and exhibits
magnetic ordering even in the metallic state. Broadening of
the bandwidth due to isovalent (S, Se) substitutions causes
the metal-insulator transition into the AFM state and subse-
quently to the PMM state [20] as shown in the phase diagram
of Fig. 1.

Polycrystalline pellets of NiS2−xSex with x = 0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.7, 0.9, and 1.0 were prepared by chemical vapor transport
methods. A single-crystal specimen of NiS2−xSex with x = 0.6
was prepared according to methods described elsewhere [23]
and was used in neutron studies. μSR measurements were
conducted at the Centre for Molecular and Materials Science
at TRIUMF in Vancouver, Canada, using the LAMPF and
Nutime spectrometer with a helium gas-flow cryostat with
accessible temperatures down to ∼2 K. The μSR analysis was
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FIG. 2. Zero-field (ZF) μSR spectra showing asymmetry versus
time in NiS2−xSex at the base temperature T ∼ 2 K, with (a) show-
ing results of x = 0, 0.25 in the AFI region and (b) showing x =
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.9 in the AFM region. Color code of Fig. 1 is
followed.

performed in the time domain using the program MUSRFIT

[32].

III. μSR EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In Fig. 2, we show the μSR time spectra observed in
zero field (ZF) at the base temperature (T ∼ 2 K) in different
specimens of NiS2−xSex. Along the vertical axis, we plot
asymmetry, which is proportional to the projection of the
polarization of the muon. For 0 � x � 0.5 samples, function

Asample = 2

3
cos

(
2πνt + πφ

180

)
e−λt + 1

3
e− 1

T1
t (1)

is used to fit the sample signal. For x = 0.0, three different os-
cillation frequencies were observed. A long-lived oscillation
was observed in x = 0.0 and 0.25, while a rapid exponential-
like relaxation of the oscillation was observed in x = 0.5. This
may originate from the bandwidth-controlled MIT that occurs
around x = 0.45 [20].

For the x � 0.6 compounds, the μSR spectra fit well to the
known shape for the case of dilute alloy spin glasses [9,33].
The fitting function used for the sample signal is

A(t ) = 2

3
(1 − at )e−at + 1

3
. (2)

Appendix A shows a subttle difference between the time
spectra for the x = 0.5 and 0.6 compounds, which led to
different choices of the fitting functions for these systems. The
decay rate a of the “spin-glass” function becomes smaller with
increasing Se doping x.

FIG. 3. The volume fraction of the magnetically ordered regions
determined by μSR. Closed symbols and open symbols are showing
data in wTF and ZF, respectively. Color code of Fig. 1 is followed.

Before going into detail about the shape of the relaxation
function, which may involve the internal field homogeneity
and the size of moments, we present the ordered volume
fraction in Fig. 3. The volume fraction of the magnetically
ordered region is derived from the “paramagnetic” response in
a weak transverse field (wTF) of ∼3 mT and from the ZF time
spectra. The thermal phase transition occurs sharply without
any clear signs of thermal hysteresis in the 0 � x � 0.5 re-
gion, while a more gradual evolution of the ordered volume
was observed for higher Se concentrations in the AFM region.
At low temperatures, all the specimens up to x = 0.9 develop
magnetic order in nearly full volume fraction.

Open symbols in Fig. 4 show the strength of the static
internal field observed in ZF μSR. This static field is obtained
by

Bavg =
√

(�B)2 + B2, (3)

FIG. 4. The static internal field in ZF and the dynamic relaxation
rate 1/T1 in LF in NiS2−xSex and CuMn spin glasses [33]. Colored
arrows are showing the Néel temperature.
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FIG. 5. Precession field B and the width �B at a temperature
T ∼ 2 K in ZF μSR.

where B is the precession field and �B is the field width,
representing the static local ordered moment. The width of
the distribution of the internal field is calculated by �B =
λ/γμ for 0 � x � 0.5 samples and �B = a/γμ for x � 0.6
samples, where γμ/2π = 0.1355 MHz/mT, λ is the decay rate
in Eq. (1) and a is the decay rate in Eq. (2). A clear reduction
of the moment size with increasing Se doping is observed.

We also compare B and �B observed at the base tempera-
ture ∼2 K in ZF for different Se dopings, which is shown in
Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the vertical axis represents the precession
field B while the horizontal axis represents the field width
�B. This figure indicates that the ZF time spectra exhibit
underdamped oscillation in the AFI phase, which develops
into the overdamped “spin-glass” like responses in the AFM
state. This can also be seen in Fig. 2.

Closed symbols in Fig. 4 show the temperature dependence
of dynamic relaxation rate 1/T1 in μSR under longitudinal
field (LF) through the thermal phase transition. The dynamic
relaxation rate 1/T1 is observed under LF = 300, 250, 70,
100, 30, and 10 mT for x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.9,
respectively, which are comparable to the static field strength
of each specimen at ∼2 K. Almost no signature of dynamic
critical behavior is observed at the Néel temperature shown by
the colored arrows. This can be seen by comparing our results
with some typical systems that exhibit critical divergence of
1/T1 in μSR via second-order phase transition. The right part
of Fig. 4 shows the results of dilute-alloy spin glasses CuMn
and AuFe [33] systems which exhibit variation of 1/T1 in a
few orders of magnitude toward the transition temperature Tg.
It is safe to say that the absolute values and the variable range
of 1/T1 in NiS2−xSex are much smaller, which suggests first-
order thermal phase transition without critical spin dynamics
in NiS2−xSex.

Motivated by the ZF μSR time spectra in the AFM region
of NiS2−xSex being similar to those observed in dilute alloy

spin glasses, we performed measurements of dc and ac sus-
ceptibility of the NiS2−xSex specimens, finding no signatures
of typical spin glasses such as a sharp peaking of the ac
susceptibility at Tg. Together with the absence of dynamic
critical behavior shown in Fig. 4, the observed magnetism
of the AFM state seems to be significantly different from the
known cases of random spin systems.

In summary, the present μSR results revealed previously
unknown features of static magnetism in the AFM state in
NiS2−xSex. The spin correlation is highly disordered, and the
static local moment size is reduced rapidly with increasing
doping x, leading to complete elimination of static magnetism
in the PMM state. The volume fraction of the ordered region is
nearly full until very close to the boundary of AFM and PMM
states. No dynamic critical behavior was observed in thermal
phase transitions in the AFM region, common to the cases
found in Ba(Co, Ni)S2 [13] and in the AFI phases of V2O3

and RENiO3 [11]. In contrast to V2O3 and RENiO3, in which
the magnetic order is destroyed via the reduction of ordered
volume fraction in quantum tuning, the static magnetic order
in NiS2−xSex is destroyed via the decrease of the ordered
moment size in the AFM region.

IV. DIPOLAR FIELD SIMULATIONS

A. Comparisons of μSR and neutron results

The μSR time spectra observed for the x = 0.6 sample
exhibit overdamped “spin-glass” like responses as shown by
the dark blue line in Fig. 2. However, an earlier neutron
scattering study on NiS2−xSex [23] reported the observation
of the antiferromagnetic Bragg peak even in the AFM region,
including the same x = 0.6 single crystal examined by μSR.
The difference between neutron scattering and μSR experi-
mental results in the AFM region of NiS2−xSex can be seen
clearly in the left two columns of Fig. 6. They compare the
neutron ordered moment size calculated from neutron Bragg
intensity [panel (a)] and the average static local field strength
Bavg determined from μSR data and calculated by Eq. (3)
[panel (c)], of which the Bavg shows a more rapid decrease
in the AFM region. Panel (b) shows the half-width at half
maximum (HWHM) of the M1 antiferromagnetic (AF) Bragg
peak which gives the upper limit of the inverse correlation
length κ , and panel (d) shows the ratio of the distribution of
the field �B over the magnitude of the field Bavg, �B/Bavg.
With increasing x, the AF correlation length remains virtually
unchanged (or resolution-limited) as detected by the HWHM
of the Bragg peaks, however, the increasing ratio �B/Bavg

derived from the μSR data indicates a wider distribution of
Ni moment sizes in NiS2−xSex system.

B. Determination of the muon sites

To reconcile the apparently contradicting results of the
AFM state of the NiS2−xSex system from the μSR and neutron
scattering experiments, internal field simulations were per-
formed on 20×20×20 supercell to check the μSR responses
with given spin structures. Lattice parameters and spin struc-
tures from Ref. [24] were used. Because previous neutron
results [23,24] consistently indicate that only the type I (M1)
magnetic structure neutron response was observed in the AFM
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FIG. 6. [(a)–(d)] Comparison of neutron scattering and μSR experimental results on NiS2−xSex system: (a) Ni magnetic moment calculated
from Bragg intensity from previous neutron studies about NiS2−xSex system, data adapted from Miyadai et al. 1983, Matsuura et al. 2000 and
Yano et al. 2016 (Refs. [22–24]). (b) HWHM from M1 Bragg intensity vs Se content. Data estimated from Yano et al. 2016 (Ref. [24]). The red
triangles and dashed line show the upper limit of the inverse correlation length κ , and the black downward error bars show the possible range
of the actual inverse correlation length after taking the instrumental resolution into account. (c) The change of average static local field strength
Bavg with Se doping. (d) The change of �B/Bavg with Se doping. [(e)–(h)] Comparison of the simulation results for AF spin correlation decay
and easy axis tilt: (e) and (f) show the change of the simulated muon average field Bavg the ratio of the simulated field distribution width �B
over the simulated muon average field Bavg, �B/Bavg, with respect to the change of the inverse correlation length κ , respectively. (g) and (h)
show the change of values corresponding to (e) and (f) with respect to the change of the easy axis rotating angle θ .

state with x = 0.5–0.7, we only calculate results of the M1
spin structure in our following discussion.

The estimate of the internal field observed by muon spin re-
laxation involves two features. One is the determination of the
muon location in the crystal structure, which was calculated
to be the EPsite = (0.07, 0.21, 0.32) as shown in Fig. 7(a). We
employed electrostatic (Hartree + Core) potential available
from the standard density functional theory (DFT) calculation
code VASP, for a hydrogen plus NiS2 system without relaxing
the lattice structure. The other feature is the character of the
coupling between the dipolar moment of Ni and the muon.
Generally, the isotropic hyperfine coupling parameter (Aiso)
and the dipolar-field coupling (Bdip) are the main characters.
Here, we are interested in the broadening of the internal fields,
where the dipolar field will be the main cause. Assuming the
type I (M1) structure of Ni moments, the dipolar field of NiS2

calculated at muon site EP is 274 mT, agreeing well with the
μSR experimental result of the pure compound ∼270 mT.

C. Simulation of the local fields at the muon site: effects of the
spin correlation length and easy-axis randomization

Firstly, we capture the influence of long-range spin cor-
relation length ξ on the muon detected field by estimating
the local field distribution with different inverse correlation
length κ = 1/ξ values. Using the Monte Carlo method by
performing 50 000 independent trials of dipolar sums at the
muon EPsite, it is found that the resulting dipolar field approx-
imately follows the Gaussian distribution. As κ increases (thus
the correlation length ξ decreases), the mean-field decreases
whereas the field distribution width increases, as shown in
Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). According to the neutron Bragg peak width

shown in panel (b), the upper limit of κ for the x = 0.6 sample
is ∼0.02 Å−1 and remains approximately unchanged with Se
doping, which will lead to a std (B)/Bavg ratio of less than

FIG. 7. (a) Electrostatic potential map calculated for the AFM
state of NiS2. Blue isosurfaces possess electrostatic potential
∼0.3 eV above the potential minimum. The red point shows the
position of the electrostatic potential (EP) site = (0.07, 0.21, 0.32).
(b) Mean value of the dipolar field versus the Ni moments tilt angle
θ . Standard deviations of field distribution are shown by the vertical
arrows. (c) The dark blue curve shows the field distribution under the
maximum randomness. A light blue histogram shows the simulated
field distribution with tilt angle θ = 40◦. Green Arrow shows the
calculated dipolar field with M1 structure for NiS2.
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0.4 according to the simulation results shown in panel (f).
This estimated �B/Bavg ratio is significantly smaller than the
actual value of ∼0.7 for the x = 0.6 sample as shown in panel
(d). Thus the AF correlation length variation cannot account
for the largely reduced and broadened muon local field in the
AFM region.

Then, we check the local field change with the possible
doping evolution of easy axis orientation. Similar to the AF
correlation length variation, the effect of easy axis tilt on the
muon local field was estimated by the Monte Carlo method.
Distribution of the local field for different values of θ are
summarized in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). The light blue histogram
in Fig. 7(c) shows the approximately Gaussian distribution of
the dipolar field with θ = 40◦. As the tilt angle θ increases,
corresponding to the more random easy axis, the field distri-
bution shifts towards decreasing mean value of the field and
wider distribution width, as shown in panel (b) of Fig. 7. For
the case that the Ni moments are random as in a spin glass
case, the field distribution possesses a field width of �B =
135 mT, as shown by the dark blue curve in Fig. 7(c). The field
distribution in any configuration should always fall between
the M1 field (green arrow) and the random limit (dark blue
curve) shown in Fig. 7(c).

In the above easy-axis-tilting model, only the dipolar field
at the EPsite = (0.07, 0.21, 0.32) is monitored. However,
because the mutual spin angles are kept unchanged while the
principal axis [1 1 1] is changing, the M1 structure crystal
symmetry is broken which could bring about further variations
of fields at the other equivalent muon sites. Thus the field
distribution on the other equivalent sites was also checked,
and it is found that the θ dependence of the dipolar fields are
identical whereas the role of the sites are cyclic rotated. This
implies that it is sufficient to investigate the θ dependence
and the anisotropy of the dipolar tensor on one muon site for
evaluating all the Ni spin reorientation effect.

Thus the easy axis randomization simulation result indi-
cates that if the easy axis changes direction, or exhibits the
tendency towards “melting,” a diminishing average field with
the development of the distribution width can be expected,
resulting in the damping of the muon spin relaxation spectra,
which is similar to the effect of the reduction of the AF
correlation length on the muon local field, as compared in
Figs. 6(e)–6(h).

For the comparison of neutron Bragg peak intensities for
different spin orientations (magnetic easy axis), the terms that
are independent of the spin orientations in the partial differ-
ential cross-section for magnetic Bragg scattering are ignored
and only the magnetic moment component �S⊥

j perpendicular
to the scattering vector Q is considered. For NiS2, the M1
structure has the same periodicity with the lattice (Q = (000)),
but the AF and Nuclear diffraction appears in different Q′s,
with AF peaks appearing at (001) and (110) [24]. Assuming
that Q is parallel to the c axis with scattering vector Q (001),
then a rotation of the easy axis by the angle θ within the a-c
plane of the crystal won’t affect �S⊥

j . Thus the randomization
of the easy axis would not significantly affect the AF neutron
Bragg intensities observed due to the cubic structure of NiS2.

It can be seen that allowing a change of the easy axis from
the crystal axis will contribute to the lowered and broadened
internal field with Se doping in the AFM region observed

FIG. 8. The simulated field distribution in the case of Ni site
“simple dilution” as in the percolation network with the site popu-
lation (a) p(Ni) = 0.9, (b) 0.4, (c) 0.25, and (d) 0.05.

in the μSR spectrum, while not affecting the neutron in-
tensities. So easy axis randomization can help reconcile the
seemingly contradicting μSR and neutron scattering results
to some extent. However, there are still significant differences
between the simulated local field at the muon site and the
observed μSR spectrum. The simulated local field is signif-
icantly higher than that observed by μSR in the AFM region
of NiS2−xSex. Also, both the easy axis rotation and the AF
correlation length variation from the above simulations will
lead to Gaussian distributions of muon local fields, expected
in general for dense magnetic systems. The actual ZF-μSR
spectrum for NiS2−xSex in the AFM region (Se content x =
0.6–0.9) exhibit the line shape corresponding to Lorentzian-
like field distributions with a broader local field distribution
expected in more spatially dilute spin systems.

D. Percolation model for local field

To account for this feature, we involve random Ni site
dilution of magnetic moments in our model by assuming a
“simple dilution” case with a constant (direction and location-
independent) dilution factor p(Ni), which corresponds to a
percolation network model with the occupation factor being
equal to p(Ni). In the initial step for this simulation, the
spatial long-range correlation decay κ is kept zero without
easy axis rotation. The simulated distributions of local fields
at the muon EPsite using the Monte Carlo method with differ-
ent site populations p(Ni) are shown in Fig. 8. The average
internal field is largely reduced by Ni site dilution, with
several discrete peaks of the field strengths, which can be at-
tributed to the occupancies of Ni in the nearest neighbor(NN)
sites, next NN sites, etc. The corresponding ZF-μSR time
spectra for these percolation field distributions are simulated
by a convoluting function G(t, |B|) = 2

3 cos(γμ|B|t ) + 1
3 with

the probability distributions derived from the simulated field
distributions. As shown in Fig. 9, the simulated ZF-μSR
time spectra evolve from an underdamped to an overdamped
case with decreasing p(Ni). For p(Ni) = 0.4 [panel (c)], the
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FIG. 9. The simulated ZF-μSR time spectra in the case of Ni
site “simple dilution” as in the percolation network with the site
population (a) p(Ni) = 0.9, (b) 0.4, (c) 0.25, and (d) 0.05.

spectrum starts to display a Lorentizen-like decay feature,
similar to the actual μSR spectrum evolution observed with
Se doping as shown in Fig. 2. After involving easy axis
randomization, the multipeak field pattern is smeared out and
broadened as shown in panel (a) of Fig. 10, and the generated
ZF time spectra with p(Ni) = 0.4 [panel (b)] becomes closer
to the observed time spectra for x = 0.5 and 0.6 samples
of NiS2−xSex system [green and dark blue in Fig. 2(b)]. In
addition to the easy axis tilting, a finite inverse correlation
length κ would further broaden and smear the field pattern
and thus making the resulting μSR spectrum even closer to
the observed ones.

Thus an Ni moment dilution factor p(Ni) ∼0.4 together
with the easy axis randomization will broaden the field dis-
tribution at the muon EPsite significantly, and also reduce
the average field by ∼60%, making the μSR spectrum close
to the observed ones for x = 0.5 and 0.6 samples. For the
neutron scattering results, under the “simple dilution” model
of Ni moments, neutron Bragg intensity will be reduced as
p(Ni) decreases, whereas the Bragg peak width will remain
unchanged unless the correlation length changes. The easy
axis tilting will not change the neutron intensity. Although the
simulation result of Ni site dilution qualitatively agrees with
the neutron intensity results, we note here that a p(Ni) ∼0.4
will reduce the average neutron static moment to 0.4 times the
value expected for NiS2 with a perfect lattice. This is not in

FIG. 10. (a) The simulated field pattern and (b) The simu-
lated time spectrum in the case of p(Ni) = 0.4 and easy axis
randomization.

agreement with the observed neutron results summarized in
Fig. 6(a), showing 0.5 ∼0.6 moment sizes of the NiS2. This
might be due to reasons beyond this Ni dilution model, such as
an interplay between the M1 and M2 spin structure in the AFI
region. In summary, we have shown that the combination of
percolation and easy axis orientation can qualitatively explain
the neutron and muon results, resolving the main apparent
contradiction between the sharp neutron Bragg peak and a
highly random muon local static fields.

V. CHARGE AND SPIN PERCOLATION ANALYSES

A. Motivating results

A possible division of different species of Ni atoms with
different moment sizes, depending on the occupation of S or
Se surrounding Ni, was discussed in 1976 by Krill et al. [25]
related to their results on 61Ni Mössbauer effect in Ni(S, Se)2.
Although their data was not sufficient for verifying this situa-
tion, and the authors did not explicitly discuss in terms of the
charge or spin percolation, this paper marks a pioneering con-
ceptual contribution in considering nonuniform Ni moment
size in Ni(S, Se)2. The first direct experimental results which
hinted at the percolation-like situation for NiS2−xSex system
were obtained by Iwaya et al. [28] in 2004, who used STM and
reported microscopically inhomogeneous responses of local
conductance in x = 0.5 specimens in the AFM state close to
the MIT boundary. In the previous section, we provided new
data and analyses favoring the percolation picture based on
the comparison of muon and neutron results. In this section,
we propose a charge-spin percolation model for explaining
the AFI to AFM to PMM states phase transitions in the
NiS2−xSex system. The basic idea is that the MIT is due to
the bond percolation of metallic Ni-Se-Ni (and Ni-Se-Se-Ni)
connection, while the magnetic order of the AFM phase is
supported by a still surviving network of remaining Ni with
localized moments. When this spin percolation network loses
connection, the system evolves into the PMM phase.

Regarding the charge percolation, H.J. Noh [29] recently
proposed a model considering the metallic connection among
NiX6 (X = S or Se) octahedrons via the formation of Se-Se
dimers, and estimated the percolation threshold of metallic
connection at x = 0.55, which is reasonably close to the
observed value of x ∼ 0.45. On the other hand, an elaborate
XRD structural study [34] reported that the local distance
between Ni and chalcogen atoms changes significantly at the
MIT, while no anomaly was detected for the distance between
the chalcogen-chalcogen dimer. Therefore, here we develop
a model which takes into account the direct connections be-
tween nearest Ni atoms through Se.

B. Our model and simulation of charge percolation

Figure 11(a) illustrates the NiS2−xSex crystal structure.
Each Ni is surrounded by six chalcogen atoms. In our model,
we assume that S (dark blue atoms) and Se (red atoms) are
randomly distributed on the chalcogen sites for a Se concen-
tration x value, with each site having a probability p(Se) = x

2
of being Se, and thus 1 − x

2 of being S. Each Ni-Se bond is
assumed to be conductive with a probability q, while all the
other bonds are insulating. In this case, the nearest neighbor
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FIG. 11. (a) Pyrite structure of NiS2−xSex , with each Ni (gray)
connected to 6 chalcogen atoms (yellow). The red sphere and
green bonds show that one chalcogen atom is connected with three
Ni atoms. The structure inside the red circle represents a NiX6

(X = S or Se) octahedron. (b) Diagram of the proposed charge spin
percolation model of NiS2−xSex made by VESTA [35] showing a
random distributed Se pattern at p(Se) = 0.3 (x = 0.6). Blue and
red atoms represent S and Se, respectively. Black and gray atoms
represent magnetic Ni and nonmagnetic Ni, respectively. The red and
blue clusters correspond to the Ni-Se (metallic) and Ni-S (magnetic)
clusters, respectively. The lattice is in percolating state if a vertically
spanned cluster can be found.

Ni atoms can be connected via Ni-Se-Ni paths (red bonds),
and a group of Ni atoms connected by Ni-Se-Ni bonds can
form an infinite metallic cluster, so the lattice is considered to
be in a percolating metallic state. The simulated percolating
probability was calculated using the Monte Carlo method by
performing � 10 000 independent trials, where the percola-
tion is achieved if there is a connected path that spans the
lattice vertically. The resulting percolating probability versus
the Se fraction p(Se) for different three-dimensional L×L×L
lattice sizes with the Ni-Se bond conduction probability q = 1
are shown by the solid lines in Fig. 12(a). As the lattice
size increases, the percolation probability curves show a more
abrupt change, with the percolating threshold pth(Se) ∼0.16.
Furthermore, if Se-Se bonds are also assumed to help metallic
conductivity, in which case the nearest neighbor Ni atoms can
be connected via both Ni-Se-Ni and Ni-Se-Se-Ni paths, the
percolating threshold pth(Se) slightly decreases to ∼0.15, as
shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 12(a).

With the conduction probability of an Ni-Se bond q < 1,
as shown in Fig. 12(b), if the Se-Se bonds are not connected,

the simulated percolation threshold value pth(Se) for L = 20
lattice is found to be in good agreement with the MIT point
xc ∼ 0.45 [pth(Se) ∼ 0.2] at q ∼ 0.8. If Se-Se bonds are con-
nected, as shown in Fig. 12(c), the results also show good
agreement with the xc at q ∼ 0.8. Thus it is found that whether
the Se-Se bond is metallic or not, the conclusion of this charge
percolation model is not significantly altered. This feature is
consistent with the previous structural study [34] on the bond
distance change at the MIT.

C. Spin percolation simulation

For the spin percolation part, magnetic Ni atoms are iden-
tified as those surrounded by more than five S atoms in the
NiX6(X = S or Se) octahedron. A Ni surrounded by six S
atoms is isolated from the metallic cluster (“isolated Ni”) and
an Ni surrounded by one Se and five S atoms is connected to
the metallic cluster but as a “dangling end” (“dangling Ni”).
When those magnetic Ni atoms (black atoms in Fig. 11) form
an infinite magnetic cluster via Ni-S-Ni [light blue bonds in
Fig. 11(b)], the lattice is considered to be in the magnetically
ordered state. A simpler but conceptually similar analysis was
described in Ref. [25].

Monte Carlo simulations were performed to predict the
magnetic Ni percolation threshold, and the resulting magnetic
percolating probability with different Se fraction p(Se) =
x/2, shown in Fig. 12(d), exhibits a percolation threshold
pth(Se) ∼ 0.45, corresponding to the disappearance of mag-
netic order at Se content x ∼ 0.9. This value is close to the
actual magnetic transition at x ∼ 1.0. The calculated pop-
ulation of magnetic Ni in the largest cluster and the total
population of magnetic Ni are shown in Fig. 12(e), which are
in qualitative agreement with the static internal field observed
by μSR for the AFM region as shown in Fig. 6(c). As shown
in Fig. 12(f), the proposed percolation model can explain the
observed AFI to AFM transition at x ∼ 0.45 and AFM to
PMM transition as x ∼ 1.0 as the charge and spin connections
of the interpenetrating percolating spin and charge networks,
illustrated in Fig. 11(b).

D. Comparisons with Hall effect

Furthermore, we estimated the Hall effect for NiS2−xSex in
our percolation model by making the following assumptions.
(1) Each Ni can contribute up to one itinerant charge at most.
(2) Magnetic Nis cannot contribute to metallic conduction. (3)
Total number of carriers per unit volume can be estimated
by the lattice constant of 5.67 Å [24] with four Ni atoms
per unit cell in FCC configuration. The carrier density nc is
calculated as 1 − (magnetic Ni)/(total Ni) and then compared
with the absolute values of the measured Hall coefficients
reported in Ref. [20]. As shown in Fig. 13, the simulation
and experimental results are in good agreement not only on
the curvature but also on the absolute values of the itinerant
carrier density.

E. Comparisons with muon and neutron results
and Néel temperature

To systematically compare the percolation model and ex-
perimental results, Fig. 14 presents the simulation results of
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FIG. 12. (a) Monte Carlo simulation checking the charge bond percolation threshold pth(Se) for different lattice size L×L×L, without
Se-Se connection (solid lines) and with Se-Se connection (dashed lines). [(b) and (c)] The charge bond percolation probability curves for
different conduction probability q of Ni-Se bond without Se-Se connection (b) and with Se-Se connection (c). (d) Monte Carlo simulation
checking the percolation threshold pth(Se) of magnetic Ni site percolation for different lattice size L. (e) Magnetic Ni population curve and
crossing probability curve of magnetic Ni. (f) Phase diagram based on the percolation model for MIT and magnetic phase transition. The error
bars are smaller than the size of the symbols.

the proposed charge-spin percolation model together with
experimental results of neutron scattering, μSR, and the
magnetic ordering Néel temperature TN as a function of Se
concentration x. The ordered Ni moment size derived from the
magnetic Bragg peak intensity of neutron scattering is shown
by the red closed symbols, with the Ni moment size for the
pure compound NiS2 being 1.0 ∼ 1.2μB [22–24] as shown by
the red vertical axis. In the region of x = 0.5–0.7, a reasonable
agreement is found between the percolation model (yellow
open triangles) and neutron intensity. For the region with x
closer to the disappearance of magnetic order at x ∼ 0.9, we
note that the neutron data exhibits some scattering, and thus
further experimental data are required for reliable compar-
isons.

FIG. 13. Hall coefficients adapted from Miyasaka et al.
(Ref. [20]) compared to the percolation model simulated results
(red line).

To compare the μSR results with the percolation model,
we assumed the magnetic order of the percolating mag-
netic infinite cluster with the magnetic Ni site population of
p(Ni) = 0.4 for Se concentration x = 0.6, as predicted by the

FIG. 14. Comparison of experimental results (closed symbols)
and simulation results (open symbols) of NiS2−xSex system. Se con-
centration dependence of Ni magnetic population calculated from
the percolation model (yellow open triangles); neutron magnetic
moment (red closed symbols) data adapted from Miyadai et al. [22]
(red closed circles), Matsuura et al. [23] (red closed triangles) and
Yano et al. [24] (red closed squares); observed μSR field width �B
in the AFM region (blue closed squares); the simulated muon field
width �B with Ni site percolation (blue open symbols) for the easy
axis rotation model (blue open circles) and the spin-glass model (blue
open triangles); magnetic ordering temperature TN in the AFM region
(green closed circles).
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percolation model (yellow open triangles). Then we cal-
culated the internal field distribution for 90◦ easy axis
randomization. The �B of the muon internal field from this
simulation was obtained by fitting the simulated μSR time
spectra with G(t ) = 1

3 + 2
3 (1 − at )e−at to get the relaxation

rate a, and �B = a/γμ. The expected μSR field width �B for
a magnetic Ni moment size of 0.986μB on the infinite mag-
netic cluster is shown by the blue open circle symbol in Fig. 14
at the corresponding magnetic Ni population concentration.
Similar calculations were also performed for p(Ni) = 0.3, 0.2,
and 0.1, which correspond to Se concentration x = 0.7, 0.8,
and 0.9 according to the percolation model prediction, and the
results are shown by the same blue open circle symbols.

It is also possible to estimate the μSR field width �B for
the spin-glass (SG) model where completely random spatial
spin correlations are assumed among magnetic Ni moments
on the infinite cluster. We note here that the spin-glass model
does not support any Bragg peak in neutron scattering, but the
actual spin structure near the magnetic percolation threshold
might become closer to the SG situation. The results for the
SG simulation, shown by the open blue triangle symbols in
Fig. 14 indicate that the expected μSR widths are very close
between the easy-axis randomized AF percolation model and
the SG model. The simulated μSR time spectrum and the
fitting lines of these two models discussed above can be
found in Appendix B. Compared to these predictions, the
observed μSR results shown by the blue closed circle symbols
in Fig. 14 are significantly lower, but with the concentration
dependence qualitatively similar to the simulation, exhibiting
disappearance of the width at x = 1.0.

The percolation model is also compared with the ordering
temperature variation with x > 0.6. The pure compound point
x = 0, y = 1.0 and the percolation point x = 0.9, y = 0 are
connected by the black dashed line, and the Néel temperature
TN of x = 0.6 sample is plotted as the green closed circle
symbol on the line in Fig. 14. Then we plot other points of
TN for x > 0.6 of the NiS2−xSex system. In the region with
x � 0.7, the ordering temperature points lie lower than the Ni
population yellow line. This is analogous to the case of (Mn,
Zn)F2 [36], where TN shows some reduction from the perco-
lation model population line of the BCC percolating magnet.
In the NiS2−xSex system, the ordering temperature TN and
the muon field width �B both exhibit a significant reduction
compared to the variation of magnetically connected Ni popu-
lation. The reduction of TN can be ascribed to the reduction of
the spin-wave stiffness constant, which represents the energy
scale of dynamic spin excitations [36].

The reduction of the μSR relaxation rate from the value
obtained for the full Ni moment is likely indicating the re-
duction of the individual ordered Ni moment size. In the case
of suppression of magnetic order in low-dimensional and/or
frustrated spin systems, both the ordering temperature and
the individual ordered moment size exhibit reductions near
the disappearance of magnetic order, suggesting that thermal
and quantum fluctuations both contribute effectively to the
destruction of magnetic order. This feature was shown, for
example, by an earlier μSR study on quasi 1D magnets in
Kojima et al. [37]. Very recently, Chakraborty et al. [38] per-
formed a percolation simulation on the site-diluted Hubbard
model, and reported a reduction of the individual ordered mo-

ment size near the percolation threshold where magnetic order
is lost. These examples suggest that, near x = 0.7 ∼0.9 of the
NiS2−xSex system, one may expect a significant reduction of
the individual Ni ordered moment size, as well as the gradual
destruction of long-range spin correlations on the magnetic Ni
infinite cluster.

In summary, the proposed interpenetrating charge and spin
percolation model of NiS2−xSex can successfully explain: (1)
the Se concentration x ∼ 0.45 of MIT as the result of perco-
lation of the charge conduction path through Ni-Se bonds; (2)
the Se concentration x ∼ 1.0 of AFM to PMM variation as the
spin percolation with the infinite cluster of isolated and dan-
gling Ni connected by Ni-S-Ni bonds; (3) variation of neutron
Bragg peak intensity with x = 0.4–0.7; (4) absolute values
of the Hall effect with x = 0.5–1.0; (5) qualitative variation
of the muon spin relaxation rate with x = 0.6–0.9; and (6)
variation of the ordering temperature TN with x = 0.6–0.9.
This model is also consistent with the STM observation of the
microscopic variation of the local conductance for x = 0.5.
Thus we propose the interpenetrating charge spin percolation
as a new model to explain the process of AFI to AFM to PMM
evolution in the Mott transition of NiS2−xSex system.

VI. DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this investigation, the two-step quantum evolution from
AFI to AFM to PMM phases of a Mott system NiS2−xSex was
studied by the μSR technique. Previously-unknown features
of static magnetism in the AFM state were revealed. The ZF-
μSR results in the intermediate AFM region with 0.6 � x �
0.9 show a spin-glass-like time spectra, indicating highly dis-
ordered spin correlations. When approaching the PMM state
from the AFM side, the static local moment size is reduced
with increasing Se doping while the volume fraction remains
nearly full until very close to the PMM phase boundary.
This suggests the absence of macroscopic antiferromagnetic-
paramagnetic phase separation.

The dipolar field scales with 1/r3 to the distance r be-
tween the source spin and the muon site. For a 1 μB static
spin, the dipolar field Bdip at r = 1 Å distance is ∼1 T :
Bdip(r = 10 Å) ∼1 mT, and Bdip(r = 20 Å) ∼0.13 mT. The
random field of ∼0.1 mT causes a clearly visible relax-
ation in ZF-μSR time spectra within the time window of
t ∼ 10 μs. This implies that a macroscopic phase separation
with a domain size larger than about five lattice constants
can be distinguished, and such a situation is ruled out in the
present study in the AFM region. Thus the magnetic order in
Ni(S, Se)2 is destroyed by the reduction of static local ordered
moment size without the suppression of antiferromagnetic
volume fraction.

This behavior is different from the suppression of the vol-
ume fraction previously found in the Mott systems V2O3,
RENiO3 [11] and BaCoS2 [13]. In contrast to the strongly
first-order feature in V2O3 and RENiO3, potentially related
to the simultaneous structural phase transition at MIT, the
percolation process in Ni(S, Se)2 may have provided help
for the system to avoid such an abrupt change and promoted
the AFM region as the compromise between the charge and
spin order features of Mott transition. The absence of crit-
ical spin dynamics observed in 1/T1 suggests a first-order
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thermal phase transition in NiS2−xSex. In magnetic percola-
tion models, one would expect a second-order transition for
the magnetic order of the infinite cluster. The absence of the
sharp critical behavior suggests that the magnetic order in the
AFM state of Ni(S, Se)2 may be more complicated with some
factors smearing the critical behavior.

We performed dipolar field simulations on NiS2−xSex to
reconcile the seemingly contradicting experimental results
of previous neutron scattering and μSR in the AFM re-
gion: AF Bragg peaks are persistently observed by neutron
scattering, while μSR exhibits spin-glass-like time spectra
expected for highly random spin structures. We found that
only the combination of Ni magnetic site dilution and easy
axis rotation/randomization can lead to the Lorentzian-like
field distribution observed by μSR. Both the easy axis rotation
and dilution will suppress and broaden the field at the muon
site but not affect the neutron Bragg width. These features
would help reconcile the seemingly contradicting neutron and
muon results. This provides a useful example and a new con-
cept when one compares muon and neutron results in other
magnetic materials.

In general, different time windows of neutron and muon
measurements could possibly influence the comparison of the
estimated moment sizes. Based on the discussion given in
Appendix. C, we argue that there is no dependence of the
“static” Ni moment values on the time scales of the probes
in the present case. We therefore cannot consider that the
remaining difference in the static moment size estimated by
neutrons and muons, shown in Fig. 14, is caused mainly by the
time window effect. Further effort is required to understand
the origin of this difference.

In 1976 [25], 61Ni Mössbauer effect results were reported
with the suggestion of possible inhomogeneous distribution
of Ni moment size in Ni(S, Se)2, while another study of 57Fe
Mössbauer effect in 1978 [26] claimed more homogeneous
distribution of Ni moment size. In our view, these results
are very interesting, but statistical accuracy seems to be in-
sufficient for determining details of the situation. Renewed
future efforts on Mössbauer experiments of both 61Ni and 57Fe
with significantly improved statistics on high-quality speci-
mens could provide further detailed and direct information
on the distribution of Ni moment size in the AFM region of
Ni(S, Se)2.

The detailed magnetic order information derived from
μSR experimental results and the Ni site dilution simulations
further motivated us to propose a model based on interpen-
etrating charge and spin percolation networks. That model
captures the observed results in Se concentrations x for AFI
to AFM and AFM to PMM transitions, qualitative features
of x-dependence of the muon and neutron results, Hall coef-
ficient, and Néel temperature in the AFM state, and spatial
inhomogeneity of the STM results at x = 0.5. These represent
perhaps one of the most detailed experimental results and
model pictures available among systems showing the two-
step Mott transitions. We shall remind that a similar two-step
transition takes place when hydrostatic pressure is applied to
pure NiS2. Although similarities in transport [20] and optical
conductivity [27] results have been pointed out between the
(S,Se) tuning and pressure tuning, the lack of neutron and
muon results in hydrostatic pressure prevents further detailed

comparisons between these two different tunings. Since the Se
and S distinction does not exist in the pressure tuning of NiS2,
the present percolation model may require a significant modi-
fication before being applied to the case of pressure tuning. In
this way, the present results do not necessarily represent the
situation of two-step Mott transitions in general. We simply
provided an account for a particular case of Ni(S, Se)2.

One possible direction to extend the percolation model is
to see its applicability to the AFI region. In this region, the
geometrical frustration of FCC antiferromagnet leads to the
energetic degeneracy of the M1 and M2 spin configurations.
The (S,Se) substitutions may lift this degeneracy, which could
result in an increase of the ordering temperature with increas-
ing Se concentration x in the AFI region. The present model of
charge and spin percolation is a simple classical model. More
microscopic theoretical accounts on the metallicity of Ni-Se-
Ni and magnetic exchange interaction of Ni-S-Ni connections,
using DMFT or other advanced methods, would provide a
further basis for the present proposal.
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE ZF-μSR
TIME SPECTRA FROM NiS2−xSex WITH x = 0.5 AND 0.6

Figure 15 compares the ZF-μSR time spectra from
NiS2−xSex with x = 0.5 and 0.6 at T ∼ 2 K. The spectrum

FIG. 15. The ZF-μSR time spectra from NiS2−xSex with x = 0.5
and 0.6 at T ∼ 2 K.
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FIG. 16. The easy-axis randomization model with Ni site dilu-
tion. Blue lines show the simulated μSR time spectrum in the case
of Ni site dilution and 90◦ easy-axis randomization. The spectrum
are fitted by Eq. (B3), shown by the yellow lines in each graph,
for different magnetic Ni population with (a) p(Ni) = 0.4, (b) 0.3,
(c) 0.2, and (d) 0.1, which correspond to Se content x ≈ 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,
and 0.9, respectively, according to the prediction of our percolation
model shown in yellow in Fig. 12(e).

for the x = 0.5 compound, shown by the green color, exhibits
a small oscillatory component superimposed on the simple
decay line shape of the spectrum for the x = 0.6 compound
shown by the blue open symbols. The frequency of this oscil-
latory component is illustrated by the solid line in the upper
part of the figure.

APPENDIX B: SIMULATED μSR SPECTRA

From the field distribution histogram calculated by the
Monte Carlo method, the field distribution function P(|B|) can
be derived. Thus the ZF-μSR time spectra for this percola-
tion field distribution can be simulated by convolute function
G(t, |B|) with the probability distribution

G(t ) =
∫ |B|max

0
G(t, |B|)P(|B|) d|B|, (B1)

where

G(t, |B|) = 2

3
cos (γμ|B|t ) + 1

3
. (B2)

Then the simulated ZF-μSR time spectra is fitted by the “spin-
glass” function

G(t ) = 1

3
+ 2

3
(1 − at )e−at , (B3)

as shown by the yellow lines in Figs. 16 and 17.

FIG. 17. The spin-glass model with Ni site dilution. Correspond-
ing μSR spectrum and fitting lines as shown in Fig. 16, but under the
spin-glass model with Ni Site dilution.

APPENDIX C: EFFECT OF DIFFERENT TIME WINDOWS
OF MUON AND NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS ON THE

ESTIMATE OF THE STATIC NI MOMENT SIZE

Typically, when short- range and slow spin fluctuations
exist, neutron intensity integrates over a wider energy region
as compared to muon static field which is defined by the time
scale of 10 to 1000 ns. In the present case, however, both
the neutron Bragg peak intensity and μSR local field can be
regarded as representing the same genuine “static” order due
to the following three reasons. (1) The Bragg peak is very
sharp in momentum space, with the spin correlation length ex-
ceeding 50 Å∼10 lattice constants. The correlated region then
includes more than 1000 ordered Ni spins, which guarantees
the fluctuation time scales to give the energy width smaller
than ∼ J/1000 ∼ 1.5×10−2 meV, where J is the AF exchange
interaction between Ni moments [30]. Hence the Bragg peak
is very sharp not only in momentum space but also in energy
space. (2) From the μSR 1/T1 measurements shown in Fig. 5,
one can crudely estimate the lower limit of the quasi-elastic
spin fluctuation rate ν by using the well-known relationship
for the narrowing limit 1/T1 ∼ ω2/ν, where ω ∼ 230 μs−1 is
the instantaneous magnitude of the fluctuating local field at the
muon site inferred from the static local field of pure NiS2 at
T → 0. Typical values of 1/T1 < 0.01 μs−1 in the Ni(S, Se)2

samples in the AFM region then correspond to ν > 5.3×106

μs−1, which would give the energy width in neutron scattering
exceeding 3.1 meV. The energy resolutions used in the neutron
scattering studies on Ni(S, Se)2 [22–24] are much smaller
than this value. In this situation, any possible quasi-elastic
spin fluctuations can be distinguished from the elastic Bragg
peak. (3) The 61Ni Mössbauer effect study [25] reported the
averaged static Ni moment size consistent with the values
reported by neutrons shown in Fig. 6(a). This further indicates
that there is no dependence of the “static” Ni moment values
on the time scales of the probes in the present case.
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